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When 11-year-old James Renner fell in love with Amy Mihaljevic, the missing girl seen on
posters all over his neighborhood, it was the beginning of a lifelong obsession with true crime.
That obsession led James to a successful career as an investigative journalist. It also gave him
PTSD.In 2011 James began researching the strange disappearance of Maura Murray, a UMass
student who went missing after wrecking her car in rural New Hampshire in 2004. Over the
course of his investigation, he uncovered numerous important and shocking new clues about
what may have happened to Maura but also found himself in increasingly dangerous situations
with little regard for his own well-being.As his quest to find Maura deepened, the case started
taking a toll on his personal life, which began to spiral out of control. The result is an absorbing
dual investigation of the complicated story of the all-American girl who went missing and James'
own equally complicated true crime addiction.James Renner's True Crime Addict is the story of
his spellbinding investigation of the missing person case of Maura Murray, which has taken on a
life of its own for armchair sleuths across the web. In the spirit of David Fincher's Zodiac, it is a
fascinating look at a case that has eluded authorities and one man's obsessive quest for the
answers.

“An incredible true story . . . Weaving a tale somewhere between a travelogue and a history
lesson, Buck traces the iconic path literally and figuratively as he re-creates the great migration
with his brother and a Jack Russell terrier.”—Entertainment Weekly“Excellent . . . An amazing
cross-country journey . . . Rinker and Nick Buck’s conquest of the trail, the achievement of a
lifetime, makes for a real nonfiction thriller, an account that keeps you turning the pages because
you can’t conceive how the protagonists will make it through the enormous real-life obstacles
confronting them.”—Ian Frazier, The New York Review of Books“Enchanting . . . Interspersed
with the story of his westward journey, Mr. Buck entertains and enlightens with discourses on
American history and culture. . . . He has delivered us a book filled with so much love—for mules,
for his brother, for America itself. . . . Long before Oregon, Rinker Buck has convinced us that the
best way to see America is from the seat of a covered wagon.”—Gregory Crouch, The Wall
Street Journal“Absorbing . . . The many layers in The Oregon Trail are linked by Mr. Buck’s voice,
which is alert and unpretentious in a manner that put me in mind of Bill Bryson’s comic tone in A
Walk in the Woods. . . . He’s good company on the page, and you root for him. . . . He’s
particularly winning on how, as he puts it, ‘the vaudeville of American life was acted out on the
trail.’ . . . This shaggy pilgrimage describes a form of happiness sought, and happiness found.”—
Dwight Garner, The New York Times“Awe-inspiring . . . Charming, big-hearted, impassioned, and
a lot of fun to read . . . If Buck doesn’t quite make you want to hitch up your own wagon, his
rapturous account will still leave you daydreaming and hungry to see this land.”—The Boston



Globe“A remarkable saga . . . Thanks to Buck’s utterly engaging voice, infectious enthusiasm,
unquenchable curiosity, dogged determination and especially his ability to convey the interaction
of two brothers (and three mules), all of whom pull together despite their strong but profoundly
different personalities, the saga becomes nothing short of irresistible. . . . This tale of
brotherhood, persistence and daring so snares the emotions that it becomes a tear-jerker at its
close.”—Rosemary Herbert, Minneapolis Star Tribune“A laugh-out-loud masterpiece . . .
Alternately harrowing and exhilarating . . . The book is an unremitting delight.”—Willamette
Week“Interwoven in Buck’s adventure tale is a fascinating history of the development of the trail,
its heyday, and the colorful characters that made the journey. . . . Whether their primary interest is
American history, adventure travel or a captivating memoir, readers are sure to be delighted by
this humorous and entertaining story that allows us to believe that Walter Mitty–like fantasies can
indeed come true.”—Associated Press“A quintessential American story . . . The Oregon Trail
attains its considerable narrative power by interweaving pioneer history with Rinker-and-Nick-
and-mules interpersonal strife with poignant memories of the author’s father, who took his own
family on a covered wagon journey through New Jersey and Pennsylvania in 1958. . . . This
makes The Oregon Trail a rare and effective work of history—the trail stories of the Buck
brothers bring humor and drama, and the pioneer biographies supply a context that makes every
other aspect of the book snap into sharp relief. . . . The experience of The Oregon Trail stands
squarely opposite much of what is modern—it’s slow travel with poor communication, it places
struggle before comfort, and it represents a connection with history rather than a search for the
newest of the new. In that sense, you’d think the book would be slow-paced and fusty, but it’s
really something else: raw, visceral, and often laugh-out-loud funny. For anyone who has ever
dreamed of seeing America slowly from the back of a wagon, The Oregon Trail is a vicarious
thrill.”—James Norton, Christian Science Monitor“A trip back in time . . . Buck brings the land to
life in a richly researched book that draws heavily from journals kept by the pioneers and their
memoirs. . . . His exploration of America and himself is a joy to read.”—USA Today (4 out of 4
stars)“What a way to spend a summer! Rinker Buck lived the dream of countless red-blooded
Americans. . . . The Oregon Trail is must reading for anyone in love with the West.”—Jules
Wagman, Cleveland Plain Dealer“This book is a keeper. . . . The straight-ahead title scarcely
does justice to this rollicking good read, a book that’s as much fun as the Brothers Buck seem to
be as they travel from Missouri to Oregon by covered wagon. . . . Observant, conversational, and
often funny, The Oregon Trail makes for a satisfying trip.”—Seattle Times“An entertaining and
enlightening account of one of America’s most legendary migrations. Even readers who don’t
know a horse from a mule will find themselves swept up in this inspiring and masterful tale of
perseverance and the pioneer spirit.”—Publishers Weekly“Astonishing . . . By turns frankly
hilarious, historically elucidating, emotionally touching, and deeply informative . . . A crazy whim
of a trip on a covered wagon turns into an inspired exploration of American identity.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)“This smart, endearing book is not just about a picaresque and
probably ill-advised adventure; it’s a story about us—who we are and how we came to be that



way. As he makes his two thousand-mile pilgrimage by cussed mule across the dusty continent,
Rinker Buck finds his way deep into our nation’s DNA.”—Hampton Sides, author of Blood and
Thunder and Americana“How lucky we are that Rinker Buck and his brother, as stubborn and
endearing as the mules they drove, undertook this patently imprudent journey—so the rest of us
could sit in our easy chairs and tag along for the wild and woolly ride. Along the way we learn a
little about mule breeders, tongue relievers, cholera, cattle guards, and littering, 1850s style—
and a lot about the enduring essence of the pioneer spirit. Part Laura Ingalls Wilder, part Jack
Kerouac, The Oregon Trail is an idiosyncratic and irresistible addition to the canon of American
road-trip literature.”—George Howe Colt, National Book Award finalist for The Big House“Buck’s
lean prose, historical insight, and penetrating curiosity elevate The Oregon Trail into an instant
classic that deserves a place on your bookshelf between Bryson and Horwitz. A master
storyteller and dogged reporter, Buck gives substance to an unrelenting wanderlust that is the
envy of anyone who has ever dreamed of lighting out for the territories.”—Bob Drury, coauthor of
The Heart of Everything That Is“Once you start reading this book, you will not want to stop. With
wonderful writing, colorful characters, and a deep understanding of history and the human
condition, Rinker Buck delivers a richly rewarding portrait of the Oregon Trail, past and present.
Using humor and compassion, he creates a compelling, page-turning saga of the American
experience.”—Eric Jay Dolin, author of Fur, Fortune, and Empire and Leviathan“Romantic . . .
Compelling . . . The Oregon trip is fraught with mishaps, near-death experiences, and plain bad
luck. But there were also angels along the way helping them get through.”—Library JournalAbout
the AuthorRinker Buck began his career in journalism at the Berkshire Eagle and was a longtime
staff writer for the Hartford Courant. He has written for Vanity Fair, New York, Life, and many
other publications, and his work has won the PEN New England Award, the Eugene S. Pulliam
National Journalism Writing Award, and the Society of Professional Journalists Sigma Delta Chi
Award. He is the New York Times bestselling author of The Oregon Trail, Flight of
Passage, and First Job. He lives in Tennessee.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.The Oregon TrailRead more
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Mr wife, “Very odd case. If you like odd cases and a lot of maybes this is the book for you. Does
not just focus on the case but also the authorslife.”

Leland Darryl Armstrong, “Renner Nails It. If you are researching the Maura Murray case, or just
want a really good thorough understanding about this mystery read this book. Mr. Renner, as
many of us do, obsesses over Maura but indeed don't we all have our own obsessions?”

malcontent, “Must give credit where credit is due. Author James Renner has ripped the lid off a
mystery that has been forgotten by many. I have to give credit where credit is due! Not being a
police officer or even a trained private detective, Mr. Renner has uncovered loads of new
bombshell clues in this utterly mysterious and confounding case via his blog (which floated
theories and solicited the assistance of web sleuths) and tireless research over the course of
several years.What he’s accomplished would be no easy feat for a mystery based in New
England, where many seem to want the questions to just...go away! Never mind that a girl has
been missing under strange circumstances for over 12 long years. It's not always easy to be the
one digging, especially in a case where unflattering facts may have been covered up and where
it’s unclear whether a crime has even been committed, but dig he does!While no one can argue
that this much published author is a skilled and organized writer, I admit some of the criticisms
here are valid. I do wish this book had a little more Maura and a little less Renner. But I think that
it's fair that Mr. Renner had to flesh out the story, since he started his journey with only a few
widely known facts that have already been discussed elsewhere ad nauseum.Yes, Mr. Renner
did discover multiple "bombshell" clues, but there was perhaps not QUITE enough there to fill an
entire book. Rather than repeat widely known facts--as a lazier author would have done--he
instead shares more of his own tale as a self-appointed detective. The degree to which this is
effective or entertaining is a matter of opinion; for Maura-philes, well we will always want more
answers!It is clear that Mr. Renner is passionate about the case. He deserves nothing but credit
for trying to get answers in unsolved cases. (One of his earlier books led to the arrest of a killer in
a previously unsolved case.). With little information to go by and next to no support from Maura's
family and witnesses/locals, Mr. Renner has gotten a lot of flak for his persistence, but I for one,
am grateful that he persevered. I’m also grateful to all those who DID participate and assisted in
his efforts.If and when the Maura Murray case is solved, I am certain that the clues Mr. Renner
uncovered will have been instrumental in getting answers. We are getting closer every day.”

Julie, “Not your normal true crime book, but interesting story !. I have been waiting for this book
for months and just picked up an audio copy of it this morning ,and have listened to it nonstop all
day, just now completing it .Where to start ?This isn't your typical true crime book , focusing only
on the case at hand . It's more of a combo true crime /memoir of the author .I was hesitant to get
it at first because I've heard mixed reviews on it, but decided to give it a try and am glad I



did .The missing girl in this case is Maura Murray , who has been missing for many years now .
She was a nursing student ,and seemed to have just driven away from her life without a truthful
explanation of why to anyone . She later had a minor auto accident on a snowy road and was
never seen again .There are questions as to what actually happened to her ,whether it was a
planned escape from her current life, suicide , murder .... there has never been a resolution into
her fate .The author , James Renner, explains how he got drawn into the case in the
beginning ,and the toll it took on his life, while dealing with many of his own demons . I can't
imagine how difficult it would be to tell a story like this with no ending and little cooperation from
so many people . He did the best he could do with the information he was able to gather, and
came to his own possible resolution to the case, but the book leaves you dangling at the end,
just as Maura's disappearance has done for so many years .Well told story , at times pretty grim
with the author also trying to come to terms with his own problems . I wish him all the best in life
and hope everything improves for him , and that he continues to write .... even if he chooses not
to write about cases this grueling ... just keep on writing . You have the talent !* I listened to the
audio version of this, read by the author, and thought it was very well done .”

Charlie Garnham, “Excellent writing from start to finish. This book was excellent, I thoroughly
enjoyed it from the moment I read the first page right to the last. If you think it’s going to get
boring cos he’s talking about one girl and one case all the way through, it’s not boring at all
because he mixes in other cases briefly, as well as his own story and life which was very
interesting. Fascinating story and the author is a great writer. Short chapters mean easy reading.”

Traveller 67, “Unusual Style-Enjoyable. As a true crime story, this a good read. Interesting
mystery which the author researches well and chases down multiple dead end leads. What
makes it unusual is the parallel tale of the author's battle with his own personal demons. I
enjoyed the book, so much in fact that I intend to buy his earlier work too.”

The book by Rinker Buck has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 744 people have provided feedback.
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